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C. Internet Protocol Database (IPDB)
D. enVision Proprietary Data Management (EPDM)

Answer: C

QUESTION: 64
When initially setting up a multiple appliance site, only the D-SRV unit is connected to a LAN
?all of the other units in the site then connect directly to the D-SRV.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

QUESTION: 65
Which statement best describes enVision's Event Explorer?

A. It contains all of the collected and parsed log messages from the IPDB .
B. It can operate on any client operating system and filters event data to collect only high-risk
events.
C. It is the only tool that can be used to examine log data collected by enVision and stored in the
IPDB .
D. It is a client-server application and advanced analysis tool for examining real-time and
historical data.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 66
When installing the Event Explorer client application it is important to use which of the
following?

A. A different computer than is used to access the enVision administrative GUI.
B. A subnet mask that will allow direct connections to Remote Collector (RC) systems.
C. A Windows account that has sufficient permissions to perform a software installation.
D. A computer that has at least two network interface cards (NICs) to provide read/write access...
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 67
What happens if an event source device type is not immediately recognized by RSA enVision?

A. Data from that device will be discarded until the device type can be defined.
B. An alert is generated by default to call an administrator's attention to the device.
C. It will be defined as "unknown" and for a limited time enVision will collect event data it
generates.
D. The UDS Service will create a parsing XML file for the device and place data in the Parse
Cache.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 68
In the enVision data flow, which of the following sequences represents the correct series of
events?

A. Data collection, data reporting, nugget creation, IPDB storage, data packaging
B. Data collection, IPDB storage, nugget creation, data packaging, data reporting
C. Data collection, nugget creation, data packaging, IPDB storage, event reporting
D. Data collection, data packaging, IPDB storage, nugget creation, event reporting

Answer: C

QUESTION: 69
How many Remote Collectors (RC) can each Database Server (D-SRV) support?

A. Eight (8)
B. Ten (10)
C. Sixteen (16)
D. Thirty two (32)
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 70
What functions are performed by an RSA enVision Remote Collector device? (Choose two)

A. Allows real time alerts and correlated alert functions.
B. Creates log data and forwarding to a Local Collector.
C. Produces compliance data reports in remote locations.
D. Allows administrator access through a remote GUI console.
E. Provides data storage and forwarding to a Database Server.

Answer: A, E
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